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First words

Dynamo is …
… an intelligent framework that manages data to facilitate easy access to the popular data by
researchers,
… a collection of agents that can be scheduled to run in any configurable order. New agents can be
easily defined and included into the framework,
… written in python,
… available at https://github.com/SmartDataProjects.
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Core element: the inventory
Inventory

Dynamod
Server
→ inventory in memory
→ works with scheduler
→ syncs with disk db

Information about placement of all datasets and
blocks (and files) on disks and tape → many millions
of objects, all sitting in memory
Scheduler
Handles any task that queries or wants to change
inventory status (grants read/write access)
MySQL backend
Whenever a write-request changed inventory status,
the change is mirrored to persistent storage db
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Dealer plugins

Undertaker
→ offloads data from
broken/unavailable sites
Popularity
→ replicates datasets based on
# user requests in global queue

Enforcer
Dealer

→ dataset replication based on
custom, non-dynamic rules

Balancer
→ balances fraction of
protected data across sites

These all make decisions of the type: “Make a replica of dataset X at site Y”
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Dealer monitoring

http://dynamo.mit.edu/dynamo/dealermon/main.php

Individual datasets to sites

Click on a bar
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Enforcer

http://dynamo.mit.edu/dynamo/dealermon/enforcer.php

→ dataset replication based on
custom, non-dynamic rules
e.g. US-CMS decision to have
one replica of widely used
datasets at US sites
Configurable via JSON

"usa_miniaod": {
"datasets": ["/*/*/MINIAOD*"],
"num_copies": 1,
"sites": ["T1_US_FNAL_Disk","T2_US_*"]
}
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Enforcer

→ dataset replication based on
custom, non-dynamic rules

lity to

e.g. US-CMS decision to have
one replica of widely used
datasets at US sites
Configurable via JSON
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### Deletion trigger
When site.occupancy > 0.9
Until site.occupancy < 0.85
### Replica protection / deletion policies
Ignore site.name == T*_MSS
ProtectBlock blockreplica.is_locked
...
ProtectBlock blockreplica.is_last_transfer_source
...
Dismiss dataset.usage_rank > 200
...
# Default decision
Dismiss

Detox
→ Everything is based on a human-readable policy file. In principle, anything that is not explicitly protected can be deleted.
→ Virtually any DatasetReplica/BlockReplica attribute can be defined/added and used to manage deletions.
→ On top of dynamic deletions, policy files for dedicated deletion campaigns can easily be spelled out (and tested).
→ The entire history of deletions is automatically saved so we can always say why something got deleted where and when. 11
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Aligns what should be on the site with what is on the sites.

Site consistency

(Before, this was done not very frequently for T0/T1, and only
occasionally for T2s)

Inventory

“ls”
site
consistency

Sites
Sites
Sites
Sites

Important to avoid stuck transfers, problems with user access,
or wasted space.
→ catalog obtained from inventory
→ comparing this against results from remotely probing site
content via xrdfs (10min - 2hrs per site)
→ Ingests “missing” files to be transferred and “orphan” files to
be deleted into registry, also publishes ASCII files in web

Registry
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Site consistency

In the roll-out phase last fall, we
→ deleted O(1 PB) orphan files
→ recovered O(1 PB) missing files
→ removed several million of empty directories that previous
deletion processes left behind
Spikes in the right plots appear when we probed a new site for
the first time.
Now, orphan/missing files appear occasionally.
Constitutes the very first use case for file transfers fully
operated by dynamo.
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File operations

→ Module developed in tandem with Site Consistency
→ Deletion: immediate action with gfal-rm
→ Transfer: form FTS job and submit to CERN FTS
→ Disk-to-disk transfers available since last year
→ Functionality to stage from tape established last month
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Dynamo ecosystem
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Ongoing work & next steps
→ Porting dynamo from bash-script-philosophy to server mode that is able to handle tasks
asynchronously was the big achievement late last year.
→ Much more stable
→ Much faster
→ Much easier to interface dynamo with other services
→ Implementation of REST APIs #1 priority to query inventory status and allow any tool to “dock on”
→ Phasing out PhEDex as underlying tool for handling transfers & deletions
→ Working on documentation to make it easy for other experiments to install and use dynamo
→ Continuous integration and unit testing will come soon (right now development model consists of
developing and testing on dedicated server and git-reviewing among collaborators)
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